
Engage Customers  
Anywhere
SIGNATUS enables legally binding 
documents to be signed at the point of 
sale or at a remote location. SIGNATUS 
also enables offline e-signing when 
connectivity is unavailable. 

Mobile devices give you the freedom to 
engage customers wherever they are. 

Collect and Protect  
All Important Data
SIGNATUS captures all customer data 
needed for complete onboarding, 
including signatures, pictures, ID scans, 
voiceprint, fingerprints, and GPS coor-
dinates. 

This information adds evidential weight 
that eliminates the risk of signature 
repudiation and ensures legal enforcea-
bility of e-signed documents. 

Replace Old-Fashioned 
Signature Solutions
Samsung mobile devices with SIGNATUS 
can replace entire stack of hardware 
(including PC, signature pad, scanner, 
and printer) and software traditionally 
used for e-signing.

With Knox™ Customization, devices can 
be turned into single-purpose onboar-
ding tools that can be used even in 
low-trust environments. 

SIGNATUS

SIGNATUS — Electronic Signature
Sign documents by handwritten digital signature on a Samsung mobile device

Mobile
Leverage features of mobile 
devices and work even 
offline.

Secure
Samsung Knox™ guarantees 
military level security.

Lightweight
Server-free architecture 
facilitates deployment  
and scaling.

http://www.signatus.anasoft.com
http://www.signatus.anasoft.com


Use Cases

Benefits For Your Business

Standards

SIGNATUS fits all use cases where deployment of paperless 
workflows requires mediated (face-to-face) signatures—at a 
branch office, at the customer’s doorstep, or anywhere on the go.

One consumer credit provider uses SIGNATUS to obtain custo-
mer signatures on credit contracts at third-party retail locations. 
Pictures of client IDs and proof of income captured by tablet 
camera accompany the signed contracts.

Private bankers use SIGNATUS to perform noncash banking 
and investment operations with affluent clients wherever and 
whenever they prefer. 

A telecom operator uses SIGNATUS to sign onboarding 
documents delivered to the customers’ doors by couriers using 
secured mobile devices. Telco services are activated or upgraded 
minutes after signatures are obtained without having to send or 
bring in paper documents for scanning and archiving.

Mobile sales reps use SIGNATUS to close contracts directly 
at customer locations, saving time and eliminating physical 
paperwork.

More references and case studies at www.signatus.digital/references

Time Savings and  
Increased Productivity
SIGNATUS enables faster service 
and measurably increases customer 
satisfaction. 

By making manual paper handling 
unnecessary, our technology saves 
resources and frees up more time to 
spend with customers. 

Legal
The SIGNATUS solution uses indus-
try-accepted standards (PAdES) in 
accordance with US and EU legislation 
(UETA, EU Regulation No 910/2014). 

In connection with a Trust Service Pro-
vider SIGNATUS can add to documents 
qualified electronic signatures, seals or 
timestamps.

Fewer Errors  
and No Lost Documents
The business logic checks embedded 
in the SIGNATUS workflow eliminate 
incomplete or inaccurate documents. 

The fully digital lifecycle of documents 
prevents loss and facilitates long-term 
archiving and retrieval.

Authenticity and Integrity
SIGNATUS adds dynamic charac-
teristics (biometry) to handwritten 
signatures that link the signatory to the 
document content. 

Data captured by SIGNATUS is hashed 
and encrypted within the PDF to provi-
de proof of authenticity. Digital signa-
ture technology detects any attempts 
to alter signed documents. 

Ultimate  
Customer Experience
Handwritten signatures are the most 
intuitive and user-friendly way of 
expressing one‘s consent.

Flexible user interface of SIGNATUS ena-
bles fully personalized workflows and 
provides a seamless user experience. 

Integration
Standard connectors for document 
retrieval and upload (REST, CMIS, web) 
make SIGNATUS easy to link with any 
applications that fulfill business-pro-
cess objectives.

Our partner-friendly approach provides 
multiple ways of integrating SIGNATUS 
with other apps, platforms, solutions.

More Resources
Contact us to request security and technical documentation or fix a date for Signatus 
walk-through via WebEx.

Contact Us
www.signatus.digital | signatus@anasoft.com
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